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ABSTRACT
 
la recea-t years, public opinion polls about the
 
treat-iseinsti of offsnders in prison have demonstrated, an
 
heuri-St-xc p>henoiseiion: in the midst of the "get tough"
 
movement:,,, -the public has strDsgly supported rehabilitation.
 
The present study adds to the body of research that has
 
revealesi, similar findings. This study analyzes the 1988
 
Texas, Crime Survey', conducted on a random sample of 2000
 
Texas darlvers. There were 1182 usable questionnaires.
 
Variais'ies aualyzed included the purposes of prisons S.s
 
either- irehabilitation or punishment and concern about crime.
 
A scale' of xero to ten was used to rate the importance of
 
each. Ihem- For data analysis, the scaled items and
 
deiBagraiirjiiic characteristics were used both as raw items and
 
as recodied, collapsed categories. The quality of the
 
measuresent of data approximated interval level due to the
 
type of' scale used in the. survey. This allowed the use of
 
sensit-ive statistics for analysis. Findings revealed that
 
punisissSM3:iit received 83.2 percent support and rehabilitation
 
recei'ved. 69-9 percent, overall. Analysis confirmed several
 
hypotheses: levels of support for rehabilitation and
 
were significantly different; support for
 
b, was greater than for rehabilitation, revealing a
 
punitive sample. Several hypotheses were not supported.
 
reha"fcii.i.ll.t.ation and punishment were not significantly
 
correl.ated; when collapsed by thirds, the means for the
 
categcsries of rehabilitation and punishment were not
 
meaB.i.ii.g:fully different, (at least three points difference),
 
and the., categories were hot mutually exclusive. An
 
unexpected finding was that responses on the collapsed
 
scales, tended to group together. It was concluded that this
 
sample, is more punitive than rehabilitative, yet the sample
 
is st;r-ongly reformative at the same time.
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CHAPTER 1
 
IITTRODUCTIOir
 
This chapter will define public opinion and opinion
 
formation. The importance of considering public opinion
 
when forming criminal justice policies is discussed. The
 
data and sample used in this study is outlined and
 
hypotheses are presented.
 
In recent public opinion polls, it has been
 
demonstrated that rehabilitation as the purpose of prisons
 
and criminal sanctioning has been gaining favor.
 
(Stinchcombe, Adams, Heimer, Scheppele, Smith & Taylor, ;
 
1980; Gottfredson & Taylor, 1984; Cullen, Clark, Cullen &
 
Mathers, 1985; Cullen, Clark & Wozniak, 1985; Thomson &
 
Ragona, 198.7; Cullen, Cullen & Vozniak, 1988). Recent .polls
 
have also revealed that "just, deserts" and "get-tough"
 
alternatives have stabilized at high levels of support.
 
(Halleck & Witte, 1977; Stinchcombe, Adams, Heimer,
 
Scheppele, Smith, & Taylor, 1980; Allen, 1981; Varr &
 
Stafford, 1984; Rogers, 1989). The heuristic discovery that
 
the public has endorsed both apparently conflicting
 
ideologies has been the focus of much research. The present
 
research question is concerned with why there is a rise,in
 
support for reformative measures in the climate of the "get
 
tough" movement. The public continues to endorse the
 
practice of incarceration as a punitive measure. But since
 
it has been found that the public also favors rehabilitative
 
measures for those who have been incarcerated, prison
 
policies and programs should be adjusted to accommodate and
 
incorporate these changes in public desires. The value of
 
public opinion research on prison policy, including the
 
present study, is that it gathers information that
 
policymakers and prison administrators could use. Because
 
pttbiic sentimen-ts affect the successful implementation of
 
prison programsi and public support of the prison system is
 
needed to maintain it, prison administrators and
 
policymakers should be aware of any changes in public
 
esrpectations and desires. There should be some degree of
 
public consensus.and agreement with policies and the types
 
of programs offered in prisons if the public is expected to
 
support them. The present study adds to the research of
 
public opinion concerning prispii policy and programs.
 
Public Opinion Defined
 
For the purpose of this study, "public opinion" means
 
that each person's ^ "esponse is counted as oiie "votet" and
 
then all responses,are added together. Converse (1987:31.5)
 
explains the Populist view which describes public opinion as
 
many persons* votes, whereas one person's voice equals one
 
vote. As' is characteristic in a democratic society, each
 
voice, or response counted, is"equally weighted." (Back,
 
1968:281). This.view is considered to be the democratic
 
definition of public opinion.
 
Our language is replete with words that describe
 
public opinion. Back (1988:281) examined metaphors used
 
■that 	illustrate.the concept, such as the chorus, voices of , 
the gods, and the dreek polls. These common ■words describe 
collections of joint expression. 
Public opinion Is a product of a society's, structure. . 
The, structure of American society is democratically and 
individually oriented. The survey method of public opinion 
research measures individual responses in order to determine 
trends in .social attitudes. This method reflects,the . 
individualistic, democratic values of our society, which may 
contribute to the survey method's popularity. (Back, 
.1988: 278>-. ' 
Public Expression of Opinions 
Even though- Individuals hold, their particular views, 
and, xoi~ purposes of opinion research, each is considered
 
equal, expressing them is another matter. According to
 
Koelle-Ifeuman's' C1977) "spiral of silence" theory, the way
 
people perceive others' opinions, influences, if and how they
 
express their own views. (In Glynn 85 McLeod, 1984:731).
 
Their willingness to express political views is determined
 
by how they perceive others' views. When people believe
 
that others favor their beliefs, they are more willing to
 
express their own. Conversely, if people think that others
 
would not share their feelings, they are less likely to
 
express their views and are more likely to remain silent.
 
Therefore, when anyone expresses their views, that
 
expression changes the "global environment of opinion,"
 
altering the perception of other persons and affecting their
 
willingness to express their own opinion. The "spiraling
 
process" is established by people's tendency to express
 
their opinion or remain quiet. The expression of opinion
 
builds and creates a "spiral" effect. As people perceive
 
that their opinion is becoming more important to others,
 
they have the tendency to speak up. This increases the
 
impression that one opinion is the most prevalent. Glynn
 
and McXeod <1984:732) conducted an opinion analysis of
 
voters to assess the "spiral of silence" theory. The study
 
examined the expression of voter opinion twice before and
 
once after a major election. Respondents were significantly
 
more reserved when asked to discuss the candidate of their
 
choice when they perceived that their position was losing
 
support. They were more willing to discuss their candidate
 
when they believed that their choice was gaining favor. It
 
was concluded that those who see their position as gaining
 
favor are more likely to express their views.
 
.Public Opinion Formation
 
¥h.y do people think what they do? What influences the
 
views they hold? It has been found.that environmental
 
factas~s play a role In influencing public opinion.
 
Stisciacosabe <1980> tested Converse's cognitive consistency
 
tnear^ as applied to public opinion. The theory states that
 
as "Sssues become sallent," people "develop coherent
 
idedogies" that are "consistent with one's world view."
 
When issues become important, consideration and concern of
 
them accelerates." People are inclined to think more about
 
them, and in accordance to their general belief systems.
 
Peapi.e" develop attitudes that are consistent with other
 
beliefs bhey hold. People become stronger in their ,
 
posifilons, such as . liberal or conservative. (Stinchcombe et
 
al..„ 1.98©:14>. Stinchcombe conducted a survey to assess the
 
stre!E;g;t.ls. of punitive attitudes and to examine whether
 
respGncien-ts' attitudes toward criminal sanctions are an
 
effect;: of personal salience, Ci.e., victimization experience
 
or cr-iise causal attribution), or more of "social (public)
 
saliesce." Stinchcombe explains that "social salience" is
 
the effect; of "environmental cues," (such as media, public
 
addresses, and public leaders), upon people's judgments and
 
opiEd-Oss, <1980;127-128). Stinchcombe hypothesized that if
 
cog,ss.lt;ive consistency is affected more by personal salience,
 
in-fcear-correlations between victimization and punitive
 
attitudes should be stronger for those who have been
 
vich-isized.- This was not found to be the case. In fact,
 
some Esf those surveyed who had been victimized, expressed
 
consiclerably lower measures of punitiveness than those who
 
had. Mot been victimized. It was concluded that people based
 
thei.j- Judgments more upon environmental cues than personal
 
cues, and. that punitive . attitudes were an effect of social
 
(puhillic) salience. Therefore,, media, as an environmental
 
cue, plays a role in influencing public opinion.
 
Since public opinion concerning criminal sanctions have
 
cha.ji.c-ed since the 1960's, and media is thought to influence
 
changes, (Allen, 1981, Glynn St McLeod, 1984, Robinson &
 
Levy, 1986) it is beneficial to examine changes that have
 
occurred In news reporting of crime. It may be that the
 
frequency of crime news reports has had an influence upon
 
public concern for crime. Humphries (1981:195) examined
 
newspaper crime stories in the Hew York Post, The Post was
 
considered to be representative of the type of news
 
reporting in other metropolitan areas in the country.
 
Humphries compared stories in the years 1951 and 1968, and
 
found that there was an increase in stories, about deadly
 
violence from 1951 to 1968, and that the frequency of
 
lethal violence was exaggerated** for stories in 1968. Media
 
attention to crimes of violence had increased. It could be
 
that news crime reports had increased and had been
 
exaggerated during that period. It may also be that
 
frequency of news crime reports influenced the rise in
 
public concern for crime. However, it is difficult to
 
empirically demonstrate the extent to which crime reporting
 
effects opinion formation. From this evidence, it cannot be
 
known which came first, public cohcern for crime or media
 
attention to it.
 
The reception of media Information is not the only
 
variable that may affect opinion formation. Hews exposure
 
alone is not enough to account for public opinion. Another
 
variable is the discussion of news items with others.
 
Discussion is thought to increase news comprehension. This
 
is the finding of Robinson and Levy (1986) in their study,
 
'* Interpersonal communication and news comprehension.'* They
 
conducted phone interviews with residents in Washington,
 
D.C., and, with residents in a national sample. Respondents
 
were asked if they had been exposed to any news the previous,
 
week, and if they had discussed the item with anyone.
 
Respondents were then asked to recall what they had learned
 
from the news item. It was found that 68 percent of the
 
Washington, D.C. sample and 62 percent of the national
 
  
sample remem&ex^ed- any news accurately. Less than one 
tliird of i:"esi>ond.ents retained tlie .'main point. Those who had 
discussed,' item with a - friend,'Colleague or family member 
retained, s-lgnJ-fioantly .more' ■ correct information ,than those 
"who did,-not. , It was- 'concluded that discussion' of news items^ 
has as kmcM,, imfluenceas a-predictor of comprehension as 
; exposure ■ to^ news, , , ­
■ .AiiQtherj"* -factor that -has been found to influence public 
opiB,iQ'ii ■ fQr-B^iition .is group identification or group 
iie.mbershi.p. "The strength of people^s opinions , is determined 
.not ■ so ■•much where they stand**' on an issue, but- '^with whom 
.they' stand CFrice,/ 1989: 198> . Price (1989) surveyed' 
undergraduate? students to' examine how phony news reports of 
a proposal to .inorease' ' core requirements^ at ■ a university 
.influeBced 'Stiideiits' opinions.. It was found that when the , 
phony nsMS ajtio'le emph'asized conflict of - opinion between 
groups of ■ stuidents^. ■ greater salience of group membership 
identif'icaticm 'See,iBS tothave been '^triggered. .Opinions for 
of ■a.gairist tiie increases of requirements were strongest- when 
news- Items weare presented in a group conflict context - and 
when p-er'SO-ns..l cost w-as higher. Group identification and the 
way in which news items- are presented appear to have an 
■impaot up'Om opinion. • Whatever 'group a person relates to and 
identifies- with' hasbeen" shown to have an impact on; his or , . 
her ■ opinioi^-. Group . identification can take many forms, , 
-whether 	It fe' "by ethnicity, - age, sex, income or education
 
level,■\o-r . war.-lous other group characteristics.
 
■ The, - Impiortance of .Public Opinion • ­
There aiire a number -of scholars who believe that the
 
public does sot understand criminal theory and sanctions
 
suf f icieshly -to ; ma-he reasonable choices about them.
 
Flanagan C19S7:.231-232> points out that this line of.
 
thinkia-g "may be a serious mistake. " Even though lay
 
percepbians may not contribute to criminological research,
 
 he jBaln-tains,that, public, opinion is a necessary input for
 
crlise control policy considerations. Further, he states
 
that eriminologists sOMetimes consider lay perceptions to.be.
 
sxMplistic, i11—inforiaed and irrelevant.. .consequently, lo-y
 
perce^ptions. have been ignored for the. most part.*' Some ,
 
criis^inolegists believe that the public is ignorant of the
 
complexity of criminal behavior, and unaware of the problems
 
of crime cqntrol. Flanagan's advice is that no matter how,
 
aeoiirate public beliefs, are, they continue to influence
 
, crij^e control policy, .and should not be ignored. Today, 
crisie and criminal procedures are'' in: the forefront of 
pub/ile attention." .Our common language is replete , with 
words, and phrases that reflect various crime ■ contr□1_ 
.ideologies and. theories.' Some examples are: 'pay one's 
debt tO' society' ,. . 'give 'hiia what" he deserves' , :or. 'just'" . . • ■ 
desert.s'' as in .the case of■'retribution . or- punishment; ■, 
■ * promtsct ■ society' or * get. him off- the streets' ,. as in the 
case of incapacitation' . (¥arr Stafford, 1984:96) . For 
scholLars who consider public opinion to be valuable and 
:■ worthy of study, ■St.inchcombe (1980:2—3) asserts that public 
. opinion polls and the survey are- still the best and most 
usefml. methods to tap public op>inion. 
Sonie critics of social research hold that the 
sys-tematlo study of changes in social attitudes and policy 
is mat reliable. Sufficient isolation of an independent 
variable and control of extraneous variables is difficult if 
, 	 not ■ h.impossible in social research de-signs. - But- McGuigan , ' 
.(l^S-S:-.269) contends that society is replete with examples 
in, .which some research .was .better than none. » . " and that 
some situations "demand soTutiDn" , even if high standards . of 
lalioratpry experimentation are not used. KcGuigan. maintains 
that ^*'s&oclety is often in a position to systematically 
■\eva.limte ■ changes and . thus' to ' gradually develop more 
■ 	 benje-flolal practices." The-survey method;,may be the, most 
  
I2,3e.fnl. In studying changes in social attitudes that can aid
 
Ilk' dei^^eil.oping social policy. ■ ' 
Tli:e: sample survey method, (as opposed to population
 
smrveyl^ which is utilised to study the public, is the most
 
pract-lc^l way to obtain information about' public opinion..
 
In aosb instances, it iS' impossible to survey an entire,'
 
population, due to ■ limitations, of time and money. Moreover., 
findlrngs from a study 'of' a survey sample may be more
 
accuxate- and effective. .The response rate, respondents*
 
ooopexation in answering questions, and the .efficient use .of
 
resouxces is greater when a sample method is used. (Bailey,
 
19B7':84>.
 
Befinltion of Concepts
 
The present study will assess public opinion about the
 
puxposes of prison. The purposes that will be examined are
 
re:ha.bil. itation and punishment. What is meant' by
 
rehabl,l.ltation is the treatment, of offenders with programs ■ 
■ that help equip them"for life in their communities once they 
axe paxo.led. Punishment is defined as simply making the
 
"of'feTiciex pay fox his/her harm done to society.
 
■ ■ . Stateineiit of the Problem 
The'present study will analyze and evaluate public
 
opiriioh: on what the most important purpose of prisons should
 
be. This includes whether prisons should be institutions of
 
punish2iient or rehabilitation. The decline of rehabilitation
 
a.s the. p.rima,ry purpose of prison, the rise of **just .
 
^e-sexts:**, and factors that are related to those ideals are
 
discussed.
 
Purpose of the Present Study
 
The purpose of this study is to examine public opinion
 
about 'the purposes of prisons. ■ This study will assess 
whethex public opinion supports treatment/rehabilitative
 
measures or punishment as the most important function of
 
px-isons-.. This study will examine respondent'characteristics
 
■ ■ . 8 , • . . . 
and oojicje;2ri2L abou-t crime variables with ratings of support
 
for reherblil-tation and punishnient in prisons. The category
 
of tliQiSe wbo support rehabilitation will be compared to the
 
category ot those who support punishment to assess whether
 
they ar'Si statistically different. Significant differences
 
between the two groups will be further analyzed for
 
meaningfUiTness, That is^ the distance between variable
 
measures will be evaluated for its meaningfulness. A
 
meaningful distance between the means'for support of
 
rehabilitetiQn and punishment should be at least three
 
points.... The findings from this analysis should be valuable
 
beoaus^e of the gerieralizability of the sample. The results
 
of this study should be useful to policymakers and prison ,
 
administrators who understand the importance of public
 
opinlom and the necessity of public consensus concerning the
 
opers.tl.oiis and policies of prisons. The information from
 
this study can be used to adjust prison policy and programs
 
to aooo^MJiM3d.ate any major changes in public desires.
 
Data, and Samp1e
 
To examine these hypothesesj data are used from the
 
Tex.a.s CrliBe Survey (1988).. This data set is a sample of
 
adult Texas residents. Surveys have revealed that Texas is
 
found to be among- the -most punitive of 'daw and order"
 
states... CCulIen., Clark, ^ Wozniak, 1985). Therefore, if
 
reh.abl,l.l.ta.t.ive purposes are. found to have support in the
 
present Texas sample, then it. might be expected that other
 
punitlve.as well as less punitive states would also support
 
rehabllltatlve purposes. The generalizabi1ity of this
 
sample sdiould be valuable,. It is expected that- this sample
 
will fa.vor both rehabilitative and punitive purposes for
 
prisons,..
 
Statement,of Hypotheses
 
The present study proposes that those respondents who
 
stro"^^lv support punishment as the most important goal of
 
prisons will not strongly support rehabilitation. Further,
 
tho'ss who strongly support rehabilitation will not also
 
strongly support punishxQent. It is proposed that public
 
sursport for either punishment or rehabilitation as the most
 
important purpose for prison is mutually exclusive as an
 
■opinion. 
Hypothesis 1. 
Support for rehabilitation will be negatively 
coi-related with support for punishment. 
Hypothesis 2. 
The means for the categories oif support for 
rehaoilitation and support for punishment, will be 
significantly.different. 
Hypothesis 3. 
The means of the categories will be meaningfully 
different. At least three points distance between the means 
is established as a meaningful distance. 
This study proposes that the analysis of the opinion 
poll will reveal that the sample is more punitive than 
rehabilitative. 
Hypothesis 4. 
The mean for the category of support for. punishment 
will be significantly higher than the mean for 
rehabilitation. 
Hypothesis 5.
 
The mean for punishment will be meaningfully higher
 
than 	the mean for rehabilitation. 
Hypothesis 6. 
When the scales for punishment and rehabilitation are 
collapsed into thirds, the groups will tend to be at 
opposite ends (i.e. , low—high, high—low) or together in the 
middle (medium-medium) . 
Hypothesis 7. 
■When, 	the scales are collapBed. by thirds, the low-high, . 
10 
high-low and medium-medium combined groupings will represent
 
more than 50 percent of all cases. Therefore, it is
 
expected that the number of cases in the remaining six
 
categories will represent 50 percent or less of the total
 
number of cases.
 
Hypothesis 8.
 
When the scales for punishment and rehabilitation are
 
collapsed into halves, the groups will tend to be at
 
opposite ends (i.e., lpw~high, high-low).
 
Hypothesis 9.
 
When the scales are collapsed by halves, the low-high,
 
high—low groupings combined will represent more than 50
 
percent of all cases. It is expected that the remaining two
 
categories will represent less than 50 percent of all cases.
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■ CHAPTER :2, 
CQMCERM ABOUT CRIME .
 
AMD PUBLIC- OPIMIOM FORIfATIOM
 
Introduction
 
This chapter will discuss the breakdown of the
 
rehabilitative model and the rise of the just deserts''
 
ideology. The crisis in corrections, the re-emergence of
 
support for rehabilitation in;the public and in corrections
 
will, be presented. This chapter will discuss public concern
 
about crime and the possible effects that victimization, the
 
media, and public leaders, may have upon punitive attitudes
 
toward law-breakers. ^
 
Concern About Crime
 
A social-psychological: factor that has been considered
 
partially responsible for the "decline" of support for
 
rehabilitation in prisons is concern about crime. Concern
 
for crime has been thought to be linked to the rise in
 
punitive attitudes toward law-breakers. "Pragmatist theory"
 
states that the greater a person's fear of crime, or the
 
more they have been victimized, the more it would seem that
 
they would advocate harsh penalties for offenders. But
 
Stinchcombe (1980) and his associates found evidence to the
 
contrary. The concern, or fear of crime was not
 
statistically intercorrelated with punitive attitudes^ He
 
found that women were more afraid, less victimized, but were
 
less punitive. Men were less afraid, but were more punitive
 
and more often victimized. Blacks, who are more often
 
victimized, were less punitive. Fear of crime probably has
 
more, to do with public salience. It seems to play the
 
strongest role in influencing public opinion. Public
 
(social) salience, or "environmental cues," such as media
 
attention, public addresses and public leaders, when added
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to per-sonal experiences of victimization, have more to do
 
with sSaaping individuals' opinions than_persona1 experience
 
alone. (Stinchcombe, et al., 1980:72,130, Scheingold,
 
1984413',50>. Thus, the rise in.punitive public attitudes in
 
the IS'fO's probably had more to with "environmental cues"
 
such as media information, the influence of public leaders
 
and group identification than with personal salience alone.
 
<Stinohcombe, 1980:72,130, Scheingold, 1984:48, 50, Price,
 
1989:1&8).
 
Scheingold <1984:,51) observes that the weak links of
 
evidence between victimization and fear and between fear and
 
punitive attitudes indicate that it may be more important to
 
study public perceptions.of crime than objective measures of
 
crime. Rather than taking the view that fear of crime is a
 
response to rising crime, <¥ilson, 1977, 1983:72-73), or to
 
persoiiral victimization, it xs more evident that fear is
 
stronger for some groups than actual victimization would
 
accQunb for. It does not seem that punitive attitudes rose
 
because of concern for actual rising crime rates.
 
<Stinclicombe eb al., 19-80;126>.
 
Scheingold <1984:52> also addresses the weak
 
relationship between fear of crime and punitiveness. He
 
concludes that punitive attitudes toward crime are best
 
understood by the way culture portrays crime and by personal
 
reactions,to it. He says, ..our reaction to these images,
 
(cultural) depends on who we are and what we believe, in."
 
Jacob <1984:20-21) examined public concern about crime
 
in The. Frustration of Policy: Responses to Crime by
 
American Cities. He conducted a survey that evaluated the
 
agendas of city administrations. The survey respondents
 
ranked thirteen issues to obtain a measure of the importance
 
of-crime as a city problem. It was noted that crime did not
 
become a primapy focus of concern on agendas until the
 
period of 1974 to 1978, when it reached,the "number one
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poeitioji. Until then, elty agendas considered other 
imttex^s mo're pressing, s-och as transportation, tax problems, 
and nrlDam red.evelop212.ent♦ • It may be that public concern 
about, oirl-'jse and the subsequent rise in punitive attitudes 
are not •cno,.sa.lly related, but are both Influenced by other 
politicml ■ and social factors.. 
The. Breakdown of the Rehabilitative Model ^ 
Understanding the' rise in public support for 
rehab-illtative measures in the midst of the '^get tough'* 
iQO.\remeTit requires a separate assessment of both the **decline 
of the rehabilitative ideal** and the increased support for 
''Just desserts'* .. Researchers have reviewed social events .to 
assess-, thieir effect upon trends in public opinion. 
■Beginning in 'the I960'* s, the public's assumption that the 
.sta.te .possessed the right to intervene (and interfere) in 
people'^s lives was challenged by civil rights groups. 
Rothisa-n 'a-cidresses this topic in his essay, "The state as 
parent:: .Social policy in the Progressive era." (In Gaylin, 
et al,. 1973}. Rothman observes that, the Progressive era 
producecl rehabilitative programs that were designed to 
"help®^*^ the ne-edy and reform the wayward; but ■ rehabi1itative 
trea.t.2ES:Et ■ and. aid to the poor was found to be unfair and 
disorliEilnatory. ■ He asserts that the state should care for 
the dep^eiident, but. never with coercion or to the point of 
cari.oe-liiig the.ir civil' rights. But the state as the "caring­
parerif had been found to be "abusive and negligent." The 
staters benevolence wa's conditional: when assistance was. 
accepted.;., it necessarily placed the receiver under the power 
and. supervision of the- giver. This exchange canceled the 
■ 	 rights,, privacy, and freedom of choice of those who received 
help .froM the government, in any form. It was suspected that 
the gave:'m,merit * s programs were being used as a tool to 
■control certain segments' of society.- This was the sentiment 
o:f many people who challenged the government's intentions in 
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the 1950's and 1970's. <1978:72).
 
Allen (1981) in his "book, The Decline of the
 
Rehabilitative Ideal, evaluates the loss of support for
 
rehabilitation and the rise of retributive attitudes 
reflected in the "Just deserts" model. He..suggests that the 
suddenness, tenacity, and variations of the attacks■on the 
rehabilitative ideal indicate that wider social and cultural 
influences must be involved. (Allen, 1981, ' Cullen & Gilbert, 
1982, Glazer, 1984) . Each attack originates from its source 
with its own motivations, assumptions and goals. (Allen, 
1981;10). Rehabilitation was. attacked when social factors 
influenced the public's feelings.of alienation and sense of 
loss during the turmoil of the I960's. During that time, 
the public became, hostile and suspicious, of governmental 
authority and benevolence. (Allen, 1981, Cullen & Gilbert, 
1982, Glazer, 1984) . Among the many factors contributing to 
this were the civil rights movement, widespread protest 
against the Vietnam War, the Watergate experience, and the 
claim of Marxists and black activists that criminal 
sanctions against them were "political oppression." (Allen, 
1981:30, Glazer, 1984:134). These factors and events 
represent the breakdown of the public's feelings of security 
and purpose. They also represent the breakdown of the 
cultural atmosphere that is conducive to a successful 
rehabilitative effort. 
Another factor that has been blamed for the "decline of 
rehabilitation" Us the lack of confidence in the, practice of 
psychological treatments both inside and .outside the prison. 
(Alien, 1981:24) . First, Allen asserts that society must 
believe that the. criminal can be changed. Second, society 
must believe and have confidence in the institutions 
involved to produce the desired effect. (Allen, 1981:11, 
Glazer, . 1984: 134-5) . This involves both the goals and means 
of reform. However, the public has experienced considerable 
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 coii.l'ii'S-i.Ofii. "tlie goals of coiT'ec'tions and how "to achieve
 
t-hem..■ ' : " 
ThiS: mssisjBpt.ion ■thai: hhe laws thai: offenders have broken 
are or correct was '^challenged by the IJew Left." 
(Gla:^erv 1984: 134) . Cnlt-aral infl-aences from the turmoil 
of the s were causing a re-evaluation of the ha.B±o 
rehahtil-trntlve premise that offenders were. "sick" and in 
need of" treatment.. The ingredients, necessary to effect a 
change in p^ublic policy toward, crime and criminals' were not 
only the conservative demand for change and tougher crime 
contro^l. sf, hint sdso' liberal reaction to the basic structure of 
society. . 
Civil ri,ghts groups scrutinized ,the justice, system as 
well as g'OverxLiiient relief programs. The justice system was 
accused, of helng discriminatory and unfair. Court decisions 
that i2tl.l,,l:z.ed. rehabilitative practices were targeted. The, 
indetermitiiiant .sentence and enforced therapy came to be 
viewed as the tool of repression of an unjust government 
that placed unnecessary /power in the hands of the state. 
(Cullen m Gilbert, 1982:125). Because it has been claimed, 
that is little evidence to suggest that rehabilitation 
" workSs, 'CMartinson, . 1974:25), and.-there is no way to 
adequately assess the point at which a person is 
rehabiUtated, civil libertarians opposed the indeterminant 
senteno.e on the grounds of. due ■■ process. . Because the 
ind.ete-nsiViia.Tit sentence had been abused in some states, and 
;criMi.no.l..og:ists were reporting t,hat "nothing works", ­
detentloa. of an offender in.-prison until he/she was 
rehabilitated could . not be tolerated or justif ied" any 
longexu Clialleck & Witte, 1977:374, Cullen & Gilbert, 
1962: 12:32—1.27> / Liberals demanded that limits be placed upon 
judicial discretion to avoid abuses of state power. The 
rehabllltationlst* s .indeterminant sentence and enforced­
therapiy .is believed to, give the government too much power 
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and opportunity for corruption. Similarly, Cullen and,
 
Gilbert <1982:125) affirm.that mistrust of the government to
 
deliver treatment for "curing" the criminal had waned for
 
liberals in the ,1970Vs. In citing the , authors of StruRRle
 
for justice, Cullen and Gilbert delineate liberal doubts.
 
Liberals argued that rehabilitation is a "dangerous myth"
 
and that it was merely a tool used by the state to victimize
 
offenders.
 
It is true that there were problems with the treatment
 
model. But Cullen and Gilbert (1982:125), explain that "the
 
liberal solution to the problem of an unfair and
 
discriminatory Justice system is the justice model. Thus,
 
the "rehabilitative ideal" was discarded as "the program for
 
liberal reform." It was replaced by the justice: model.
 
The Rise of "Just Deserts"
 
Halleck and Witte (1977:374) explain that, "The forces 
aligned against rehabilitation are formidable. They include 
not only traditional law-and-order groups but also prominent 
academicians, militants of the new left, zealous right-wing 
proponents of 1ibertarianism, and prisoners themselves." 
The idea of "just deserts" is hot new, but ancient, Allen 
(1981:66) points out, and was at the core of reformative 
notions of the eighteenth century Enlightenment. He 
contends that the "just deserts" philosophy can be 
understood.by two primary explanations. The first is that 
an offender's penalty is designed to punish. The second is 
that the penalty the offender receives should be in 
proportion to the offender's guilt. Additionally, he 
asserts that even though punishment may render some 
potential benefits, (such as deterring the offender from 
additional crime), punishment of the criminal does not need 
justification. Punishing criminal behavior is considered to 
be morally correct. ■ 
In regard to the, retributive purpose of prison, Allen
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explores the quest.ion. of wli,y retribution has gained favor in
 
the last quarter of this century. He concludes that the
 
trend of public favor for retribution over rehabilitation
 
cannot be explained by the ''v^isdom of their arguments'',
 
(1961:10,32), or by the ''persuasiveness of the logical cases
 
arrayed against it.** He explains that in times of ■ 
insecurity, society "affiriBS morality'' by assigning
 
appropriate sanctions to lawbreakers and that ** ideas of
 
desert and penal proportion respond to basic concerns of
 
people.** In the 1960*s, wrhen **just deserts** began to gain
 
support, the civil rights movement had caused every citizen
 
to stop and recount his or her own values and beliefs. The
 
movement contributed to a sense of confusion and fear of
 
further social disorder. When society feels loss and
 
alienation due to upheavals in societal values, it logically
 
follows that society would "affirm morality** and social
 
order. When society does this, it restores security in
 
times of doubt and alienation. One avenue of affirmation is
 
to deal harshly with those that threaten the social order.
 
An examination of public opinion polls and oriminological
 
literature indicate that there has been a rise in support
 
for retributive sanctions. (Allen, 1981:66, cullen &
 
Gilbert, 1982, Gottfredson & Taylor, 1984, Cullen, Clark,
 
Cullen & Mathers, 1985, Cullen, Clark & Vozniak, 1985,
 
Thomson & Hagona, 198/7, Gullexi, Cullen & Wozniak, 1988).
 
Deserved penalty, for the crime is the basis of the
 
justice model. Mo benefit or service that the state offers
 
should keep the prisoner detained longer than the severity
 
of the offense deserves. (Allen, 1981:67). The justice
 
model apparently became popular because all forces joined in
 
the attack against rehabilitation, albeit for different
 
reasons.. Liberals wanted an end to the rehabilitative model
 
. beoause. rehabilitative' treatment programs had not **worked.**
 
Civil libertarians were against rehabilitation and the
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indeterminant sentence for reasons of due process and
 
equality. They desired to place limitations on state power
 
over prisoners. Prisoners opposed it because of their
 
objection to coerced therapy and the tendency for,
 
indeterminate sentences to become disparate sentences. They
 
opposed being detained in prison longer than their "just
 
deserved" penalty. Scholars and legislators also wanted
 
another alternative to rehabilitation but for their own
 
reasons. Many of them believed that the public wanted one.
 
Judicial discretion, used in the practice of the
 
indeterminant sentence, was attacked on the premise that it
 
placed unnecessary and excessive power and confidence in the
 
judiciary. The determinant sentence was an alternative that
 
placed a lid on judicial power, limiting the ability to
 
treat or punish according to the offender's need. Instead,
 
the justice model calls for the "punishment to fit the
 
crime." Offenders should be punished according to the
 
damage caused by their crimes. They were no longer treated
 
individually according to rehabilitative need. "All
 
offenders are equal before the law, and all receive their
 
'just deserts' nothing more, nothing less." (Cullen &
 
Gilbert, 1982:16). Cullen and Gilbert, however, wonder how
 
those who distrusted the government to administer
 
rehabilitative programs are now prepared to trust it to
 
render "just deserts" equally to all. (1982:155).
 
The Crisis In Corrections
 
There has been a"crisis in corrections" as well as in
 
society on matters pertaining to reform. The"crisis" can
 
be illustrated by the change in California's statement of
 
purpose of corrections. Before 1976, a California court
 
stated that the goal of corrections was to "maximize
 
rehabilitary efforts." But a new law in 1976 canceled that
 
purpose. It states:
 
The Legislature finds and declares that the purpose
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 o±" ±iiiprisoiiiiieii-t for or-ime is punishinent: This
 
pTiirpoise, is best served by terms proportionate to the
 
se'T'xoiasness of the offense with provision for
 
x.mffox'^mity. in the sentences of offenders committing
 
tlie. ssime offense under similar circ-amstances. . ,
 
, woT'ding of tde new law epitomizes the justice
 
model. ■ XMe- 1Q76^ law -reflected' that there was an.-attack upon 
reha.bvllir.atIwe pra'otices'such as the indeterminant -sentence 
and ^'■^■good blise" credit in , prisons. Also .scrutinized were 
the­ ' practd.oe'S, of parole and -the use of probation in serious . 
crliBinal, /cases,, Cullen and 'Gilbert (1982) , in keaf f irminK 
■ Rehabdiitatlon, explain that - the '^-just de.serts'' model,­
replaced rehabilitation as .the goal of correct-ions because 
both, ilbex^al, and conservative camps believed that it was 
more proiEds-iB,,g. , Gottfredson • and Taylor (1984)-, assert that 
the . in correct ions** was caused by poor conditions in, 
Amerfoaixi., prd'sons. Overcrowding, dilapidated ' buiIdings, and a 
shortage - O'f resources had -caused a tremendous • strain , on the 
-prisGM sysfeis. ■ Addi.tional causes,, of the -crisis,'are the 
debate- o"^ve,r the usefulness of correctional treatment 
programs^ ^''oonfusibn and disagreement** about the goals and 
objec;t i,ves- 'of correctIons ^ and the benefits o.f 
rehal^iiltaLtioii versus punishment. <1984:190-191) .­
lliere-. ha's been a .questioii - In many scholars* minds ■ 
howev^er^: of whether legislatures'* policie,s reflect public 
■ sentfiiKiit... Thomson and- Ragona. (1987:377) claim that when 
,leg,lol.atlve actioiis assigned''greater punitive sanctions for 
certatin or,lines, - 'they went fai^, -be'yond public" intentions-and 
desires-. ' Cullen^ 'Cullentand ■:¥otniak (1988:-,30-3)-^^xc.ontend -that 
the. ' djisge' - o,f a *-punitive .pubT.ic-* is- mythological- and it 
tentls tQ, obscure'Mother -policy considerations :that state ' . 
- 'offioials- '■ma.y, have-'""ptherwlse utilized.; Even -though 
.resie-aroli-er-s 	f ound that ..their sample was clearly punitive^ it 
was islso apparent that it strongly supported rehabilitative 
meaSrUres 1. ' Tiie sample v/as, riot purely retributive oi 
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'Xliye'- SB—eJuex^ge-iioe o.'f Suppoir.'t for Reliabili'ta'tioii
 
¥lie.ii tise "rehabilitative ideal declined", social
 
scientisdis s5:«estioned whether the rise in punitive attitudes
 
and, suTjpom for harsh, crime control policies meant that
 
..rehabxlitaian was no longer supported. Cullen, Cullen, and
 
Wozniak Cl&bS.SO^) stated that policymakers believe the
 
public is "'djaeiply punitive and has little use for
 
traditi.ona.l-s liberal approaches to crime like
 
rehabiilt,£it,lo3i." Much of the public, however, is clearly in
 
favor of ce-r-fcain types of reform programs for certain types
 
of offenders^ such as voluntary education and work as
 
therapy witli'.in. prison and cpmmunity—based corrections. In
 
the studieSf laentioned in this chapter it was found that the
 
public sbrQasgjly supported punitive "get—tough," "lock—em—up"
 
measures. Sut recently, studies have also revealed strong
 
support, for rehabilitative policies. Varr and Stafford
 
<1984:1.02> polled Seattle residents in a study, utilizing
 
mailed. <|'tie;st.ionnaires. It was found that rehabilitation had
 
fallen, frost ifxrst place in importance hut it was still a
 
highly pr'ejEesrred goal for criminal sanctions. Only one-

fifth of ths: sample responded that rehabilitation was the
 
most iiEport-aait goal of punishment, but 59 percent chose
 
rehabilitation, as one of . the three most important goals of
 
punishment:.., . Setribution retained strong support. Warr and
 
Stafford, €;siisaMJsnt that,, "our respondents are scarcely willing
 
to abandon ireiiabilitation altogether."
 
In anst^iier important study, Cullen, Clark, and Wozniak
 
(1985;.16) srs..aly2ed -several surveys conducted by the Sam
 
Houstos State University Criminal Justice Center between
 
1977 and They state that Texas was chosen for
 
analysis "tescause it has a clear reputation as a 'law and
 
order' state: with a harsh prison system, and thus it should
 
provide a .gooci test case for assessing the consistency
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between attitudes and policy." They concluded that Teuans
 
seem to be more punitive than the rest of the nation on
 
measures of suppory for capital punishment, (ten to fifteen
 
points higher), anil , in the belief that the courts are too
 
lenient and too soft on crime, (three-fourths of those
 
sampled). The authors conclude that Texans are punitive,
 
but they do have aj humanistic side." Texans are in favor of
 
releasing inmates fearly when they are cooperative while in
 
prison. (1985:19). j Also noted in the study was that
 
treatment in the 1981 survey ranked second as the "most
 
preferred goal of imprisonment." In the 1982 survey, four-

fifths of the respiDndents sampled supported the notion that
 
rehabilitation is k 'very important' function of prisons^
 
In the 1980 surveys, Texans were clearly punitive in their
 
agreement that morb prisons need to be built, but they also
 
strongly endorsed the idea that non~violent offenders need
 
community-abased aljlernatives. Texans responded that they
 
wanted incarcerated criminals to have access to programs
 
that train offenders with the "interpersonal skills,
 
knowledge, and trajining heeded to avoid the,, trap of
 
recidivism," |
 
Cullen, Clarkj, Cullen, and Mathers (1985:318) surveyed
 
the public in Galekburg, Illinois in 1982. The same
 
questionnaire was used in Springfield, Illinois, in 1979, to
 
survey a sample of] criminal justice workers who were
 
influential in criminal justice policy-making. Following
 
the work of Stinchbombe, et.al., (1980),, Cullen et.al,
 
examined the possijble effects of crime causal attribution,
 
^ victimization and salience upon respondents' support of
 
rehabilitation, punishment, capital punishment and
 
punishment of whitp-collar crime. They found a negative
 
relationship betwefen support for rehabilitation and general
 
punishment for thojse who favored a positivist view of
 
criminality.^ Mo relationship was found between support of
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orisilnal sanci:idns and vici^imis^ation or salience^ Several
 
s"tat:.ias variables were discovered to have an effect upon
 
support for sanctions: older respondents were more punitive
 
and less reforindt1ve; female respondents were more
 
reforiaative and|less punitive. Overall, the sample means
 
indloated thatj^unishment received more support (X=4.60),
 
but support for Irehabllitation was also strong (X=4.12).
 
Thejr ooncluded xhat^'the appeal of rehabilitation, if
 
tarnished, is still evident."' (1985:324),
 
Another example of public support for reformative
 
measures is fouijid in a study b^f Thomson and Ragona
 
(1967:337,345) j/hich surveyed residents in Illinois. They
 
quesstloned the popular finding in the media and in certain
 
public opinion polls that the public believes the courts are
 
too lenient toward criminals. The questionnaire was
 
constructed in such a way that respondents could choose
 
between various|sanctions for specific crimes with respect
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to the cost andj purpose of implementing them. They
 
coBoluded that the public is less vengeful than typically
 
portrayed..." jlhey noted that rehabilitation was not the
 
priEHory public <pholce of the purpose of prisons any longer,
 
but that it doeb still have strong general support.
 
Further, they found that the public generally understands
 
the purposes and uses of various sanctions. For instance,
 
this sample recognised that probation and community service
 
worli' laay be more rehabilitative in some causes than a prison
 
sentence.
 
Cullen, Culleii, and Wozniak"s (1988:303) study
 
atteiapted to answer the question, "Js Febabilitation Dead?,"
 
The^f analyzed data from a survey of residents in Illinois.
 
It was found thkt fifty-five percent of the,sample agreed
 
with the statement, ""rehabilitating a criminal is just as
 
I
important as majklng a criminal pay for his or her crime.""
 
The researchers concluded that although strong support for
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punitive sanctioning was evident, "rehabilitation continues
 
to retain substantial legitimacy."
 
Though support for rehabilitation and reformative
 
programs have been|expanding since the early 1980's, the
 
types of programs supported have changed. In recent polls,
 
it is revealed thai.the public clearly supports measures
 
■I 
that are "tough on|crime" but at the same time the public 
approves of positi^istic alternatives and programs. Hallech 
and ¥itte <1977:37^) comment that some of the programs of 
the past, such as "the indeterminant sentence or enforced 
therapy, may never be utilized again. These practices 
placed prisoners completely at the discretion of the courts 
and parole boards, j Halleck and Witte caution that the 
change the type of|rehabilitative programs that the public 
desires should not be seen as a call to cancel all 
rehabilitative practices, but as a challenge to adjust them. 
Flanagan and Caulfield (1987) examined the 1982 Gallup 
Survey to assess whether people believed that prisons should 
punish, simply detain prisoners or if they should do 
something more. The question posed was, "In dealing with 
men in prison, do you think it is more important to punish 
them for their crimes, or more important to get them started 
•on the right roadi ?" Results'of the survey yielded that 59 
percent chose the latter solution and 30 percent chose the 
former. In this article, the authors assess an ABC News 
survey conducted in the same year which asked, "Do you think 
a prison should be mostly a place to punish criminals or 
mostly a place to ■^each criminals how to be useful, law-
abiding citizens wken they get out?" In this poll, results 
showed that 75 percent of the respondents preferred that 
prisons teach criminals and only 16 percent thought that 
prisons should be merely a punishment. 
i 
Correctional Support for Rehabilitation 
A prison rehabilitation program could be undermined or 
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r-iainsci if a conseiis-us of s-apport among prison staff,is not
 
present,' If corfrections staff are provided with a clear
 
ciesori'ption of what their role is and" if they are given the
 
traimlng' to fulfill it, then there is no reason to believe
 
that, correction^ officers would be,"negative or obstructive
 
to reform." (Ha>|ki.ns, 1977:173>', Research in recent years
 
supports the notion, that prison guards are not necessarily
 
oriested. toward custody or punitiveness. When goals.and,
 
duties are clear and concise, correctional officers in large
 
percentages support rehabilitative programs in prisons and
 
rehabilitation denters. Additionally, correctional officers
 
have expressed greater job satisfaction in surveys When they
 
.  i' ' ■ • - ' ' ■ . 
believe they are helping inmates to reform. (Hoffstetter,
 
. 1973«. Crouch & llpert, 1980, Hepburn & Albonetti, 1980, 
Poole & Regoli,.|1980, Jurik, 1985, Bynum, Greene & Cullen, 
1986, Cullen, Ldtze, Link & Wolfe, 1989, Vhitehead & ■ 
Lindquist, 1989;^ .. 
■ ' , ■ 1 . ■ - ■ ■ ■ 
: Flnir-allstic "Ignoranoe
 
, A lack of understanding oi "the opinions of co-workers,
 
and tne public concerning'correctional issues has. 
been,- douiid in correctIons.and in the legislature.' Several 
studies, illustrate this''^pluralistic ignorance.'b A study by 
Kaitffsa.n. (1981:2^85) examined ■ the extent to which ^ 
•corlreotional officers. were- aware of the attitudes of fellow
 
off'ios.rs, , Kauffiuan • administered a questionnaire to
 
oorre'Otional officers . at nine Connecticut prisons in order
 
to; sfcody attitU'C^es and awareness of other officers*
 
attlbudes.toward ininates,, custody and rehabilitative
 
treabmkerit♦ Kauffma.n. found that, officers underestimated -the 
^prop'Oirtioii ,of -co—workers -who expressed sympathetic, pro—. 
and.: prq—tr.eatment ' attitudes. . ■ Officers, overestimated. 
,the ^^oportion of -anti—inmate attitudes. 
Cpinions of staff- within the :crimina;l.., justice system 
are. moh always./ apparent -to;legislators.,. ■ ■Legislators -.should 
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.not 'be . ■ ignorant'^.; - 'Gottfredson and'Taylor.as 

(,1983:14> liave advised. One example of what can happen when,
 
,legislatcir-s.are''''pluralistically ignorant"' occurred in,t.he
 
state at Maryland.' Maryland -leg'islators misread the public
 
and- discarded a reform'.package that was set to-be­
implejuented- "' 'The legislators'did not- realize that much.of
 
.'.the; p"ii"bl.:io .axid. man^r ' in - the' criminal justice system,supported ■ 
ref'oriE, po-ldoles. In' l.QSO'j Gottfredson and Taylor surveyed 
the piJb?H,c and a sample from the criminal - justice syste-m and 
found-that the '^'public and policy group can be -characterized 
as rather liberal, ' non-punitive, .utilitarian, .and reform-
oriented....*''''' Moreover,- those in the criminal ' justice system 
who ifiere -surveyed gener-ally' ag.reed that' commun.ity—based 
■ alternateves- were needed." '. (Gottfredson & Taylor, 198.3:14). 
A'dcliti,anaiil.y^ legislators were surveyed o'n what they thought 
the p-ubilc*s- o'pinion was toward re,form policies. . - It was ■ ■ 
;disoo'\rere^.ci tlmt ■le.glislators as a group, thought that 'the 
-public* s .attitude was almost ■ the reverse of 'what the surveys 
revealed-.. . G-ottf'redson and Taylor assert tha-t in 'a 
deiBocracy;,,j " policies that are utilized should be in. concert ■ 
with, the ■ opirii-oiis and desires of the public. - They point ' out 
thait the type of rehabilitative ■ programs the .public wanted 
were imcxrea-sed localization.-of correctional .pr'ograms. and 
facliltlest" 
,¥arr and.-Stafford, <1984:96') show, however, that there' 
'are leg'isla'tors and ■j.udi'cial' - off icials who .are -'aware of 
- public-■optm-ion - 'about oriminal sanctions. Some seem t.o be ■ 
"ke-.e-nly' sen-sitl've to ■''public gbals of - punishment .They' 
illustrate this by ■ .drawing attention to the case of. Furman 
v. Georgia (408 U. S. 238, 1972> and. point out that the
 
-".opinJons of ■'the Supreme' Co'urt ' -are replete with , ref-erence-s.
 
to'public goals,of punishment." '
 
Sinmmry
 
' . As this review indicates', public opinion' strongly ­
' ' '2.6-- ' 
 ■	 ■.s-o.pports' p-anishnient 'as a; pri.mary' purpose of criminal 
sanest.ionliig. This ideology has been ■ dominanf in public 
opdiil'oii.'and has stabilized at a .high level' since the late. 
. 1970*s. V the- the' other hand, the ^^rehabi.litative ide'al^* 
had ■"■declined. ** (Alleii, 1981, Flanagan & Caulf.ield, 1987). 
A reassessment of- public attitudes on these issues has been 
the focus of recent research. The public holds both 
trad.iti.cmally conservative, '"get'tough" attitudes and 
liberal reform ideas. It has been' thought in the past that 
the p'sublio would hold to one. or the other, but not Doth 
approa.ches.. , Stinohcombe ilQSOy examines Converse's­
cognitive consistency ■ theory, in which Converse had asserted 
.'"that it is hard t'o hold very .liberal' and very .-punitive 
views at the same time. -" CSt inchcombe, et, al.. ■, 198017) * 
■ 	 The . -CGg-ii.itive consistency theory, would hold, that the public 
wculd be c^ither- punitive' or .reformative, .but not both. The 
co,giiLlti.ve consistency theorjr is not supported when studies 
show strong . public sentiment; for-'punitive-' and' reformative 
appro-acMes to ' the,, treatment .of offenders. ' 
■ . Eob'ison ' and 'Smith (1969: 79-80) observed -.that- the 
idealogi.es - of punishment 'and treatment do not necessarily­
olash. - That is, punishment. and treatment ".coexist" ' and are • 
"not C-iieceesarily')--/2iiutual-ly- - exclusive, " For others, 
' 'punishiaeiit ■ is the treatment, "just as in the , early ' days- , of ■ 
the -peii-i.tentiary-.v The- entire rationale for i-iica.rce.rating 
. .offenders, was the idea and the hope that" isolating- offenders 
from, the lanvirDnment that produced their behavior would 
ref Gr-Tii. - t,hein.. ' ■ ¥hen ■ the pr'omised-'-r'e'f orm. -'of the ■- criminal , did 
' -not 'mat-e.-rialize .after "treatment" 'in' the .'.penitentiary, ' <l.;e. 
"worhing .in sile-nce ' in - ;Phi1-adelphia' and/or isolation and, 
■re-ligio-iis exercises a-'-t. Auburn), then the public seemed to
 
rationalize the practice of - incarceration. Punishment- in
 
■the . 'pen'itentiary- becaine" the. "'' treatment. " ' Incarceration was 
u.sed'to- ' .rehabilitate, . reprogram .and deter an of fender , from 
2-7 ­
further crime. (Rothman, 1971:79). Some believe that
 
programs within the prison are considered, to be the
 
"treatment" and should be offered on a voluntary basis in
 
order to equip the inmate with education, work skills and,
 
habits for his/her free life on the outside., Allen
 
(1981:83) states that "during the course of the decade just
 
past, a strong current of opinion has arisen calling for
 
voluntarism in administration of education and
 
rehabilitation." Cullen and Gilbert (1982:130) call for
 
voluntary rehabilitation programs that help the prisoner
 
change when he/she desires to change. It is maintained by
 
some that punitive and liberal reform ideas do not
 
necessarily exist "as ah operative tension between poles, or
 
as a single dimension or continuum." (Flanagan & Caulfield,
 
1987:32).
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CHAPTER 3
 
METHQIKDLOGY
 
Tfeis p«a,per is an analysis of data derived from the
 
C19aS,> Tesras. Crime Poll byfhe Criminal Justice Center at
 
Sam. Heras-ton State University, at Huntsville, Texas,
 
S4':;Sl iS
 
Fqo- Texas p-ablio opinion poll, 10,000 names were
 
randa2^,y selected from drivers license listings of,the
 
Depart^e^nt of Public Safety. ihen, a random sample of 2,000
 
name's 'i^as drawn from that listing and questionnaires were
 
iBafled. dn April,, IQSS* The survey polled residents aged
 
sevenst'eiSi:'"!! and above.. This survey used the general method
 
developed Dillma'n <1978> and adapted by the Sam Houston
 
State. Hiniversity Survey Research Center., The Research
 
Center utilised ten years of survey experience to refine the
 
method. -The, return rate for their sample was 64 percent.
 
Hon—forwarded cases numbered 142 and six persons were
 
deoeas€?d.. ' The cases were hot replaced. The analysis of the
 
data li:idud.es information from 1182 usable returned
 
questiomialres. The sample is approximately representative
 
of th:e population in' Texas an.d will not require weighting
 
for an.31ys1s.
 
iTideperident Variables
 
Sc^spoTicient characteristics for the sample will be
 
treated as independent variables. The number of females
 
, included in the usable questionnaires is slightly
 
disp"^'^ ortionate to the population as are numbers in the
 
raoXi, j. oategories. Respondent characteristics,that will be
 
incli.rf'e'd in the ana:lysis are sex, age, race, marital, voter,
 
registratioTi,, education lev,eT » annual.income and the size of
 
the to^wi or city of respondents' residence. ■ The variables 
agSj^. raace, ' education,, income and size of the town or city of
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 resi^lemce will . be "recoded • into condensed categories for
 
a.iialys>is.
 
Question nuinber 35 in tiie survey measnres concern about
 
Tnis variable will be treated as an independent
 
variable. It will,be analyzed iii collapsed and raw forms
 
for effect upon dependent ratings of rehabilitation or
 
punlsJiiBent as the. most important purpose of prison. The raw
 
form is the open scale of zero to ten. The collapsed forms
 
are tlie scales, that will be divided into thirds to obtain
 
medium'' and ''low" categories. The variable concern
 
abont. orime wsls presented in the survey as the question,
 
"Wliat- do you think your chances are of being a victim of any
 
type of crime during the next year?" Collapsed and raw
 
forms of this variable will be used in the analysis with raw
 
and. collapsed forms of rehabilitation and punishment as the
 
depsn£i,ent variables.
 
■ Bependent Variables 
The dependent variables are the degree of support for
 
rehabilitation or punishiaent as the most important purpose
 
of prisons and will be compared to independent measures.
 
These items will be analyzed as measures of punitiveness or
 
refonu ,orientation. In the survey questionnaire, the
 
magnit'ode questions were arranged so that,the respondent
 
could, rate each answer on a scale of zero to ten. The items
 
were arranged under the heading, "The purpose of prisons.
 
Prisoirs may serve a number of different purposes. How
 
imptortant should each of the following be for Texas
 
prisons?" Items were presented with the instructions to
 
rate each purpose according to its importance on a scale of
 
zero Ivo ten, (zero, being not important and ten being most
 
iispox'tant). ^ . Rehabilitation . was def.ined as "training and
 
oounseling to^ help ..criminals..become law-abiding citizens."
 
P-oni'shiBent was defined as "making criminals pay for, their
 
crlMBsr" These variables will be compared to each other to
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 de-terisime li: xiie.re 'Is- any relatlonsliip between them. . . These
 
va,2r'la.brl,e:s be anaTysed .in the naw f-oriQ .(zero to ten
 
• scale!.and will also be .divided -into three collapsed ' - •
 
.categories oi! *'^low^* j (zero to three), inedi"um*\ (foxxr to 
six!^ and ''■^.iii.g.h-^' (seven to ten) . and into two gronps with 
.ranges od' ' (zero to f ive) ■'and- ' "higb* -, (six to ten). 
, The , oategory for both,collapsed- scales--'for, ' ■ 
rehabilitation will be .oo-nsidered a positivist, . reformative 
attitude- toi^ard ■ .oriiBinal ■ sanctioning. Conversely, ,.the 
**bi.gh.,^'^' ' ■ for the punishment variable will be. assumed­
tO:- relate to -olassical o-r "^Just deserts*' ideology. 
The- staiti'stIcs tests that- will be used .in this - study
 
are. the, Foarson* s- r^, to examine - any relationship and its.
 
direotion bet^ween variables,' the t-test upon the means of - ■ '
 
gro-"o,p-s for xhe variables representing support for
 
■ 	 rehabilitate on and' punishment to discover signif i.cant' 
differeno-es -between them. The Chi Square statistic will, be 
•used 	t-Q^ a,3SJSOS.S ■ any' ■ contingencies-, and Somer's D to examine 
the 	strength- of -.any contingencies.
 
Limi.t.ait>ion.s. of the Study
 
■ Tills stody analyzes secondary data. Accor.ding to 
■Kenneth Bailey (19-87295-297) , research utilizing secondary " 
,d-at-a"i-s- problematic. One limitation is that -the research 
g'oals of the present-.study may differ . from those of the 
re,searchers who origi-nally . gathered the information. 
Another limitation' is that any errors in the data, being used 
. . for. the present study cannot be detected. Therefore, the. 
data eolieot-ed by tile re-searche'.rs .can only be assessed by­
■takiiig ' -tliem - at face, .x^alue.- \ 
. Further, tbis study is limited in all the ways that 
• ■data from self-report 'opi.ni.on questionnaires ■ 'are limited. 
There Is ^ re uresenoe of the possibility and tendency of 
..respondei 	 to ''fake .good** or "fake bad." (Anastasi, 
1.98Br541 -to . -- - - This may occur - --when. the. respondent- desires 
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t-o gain favor from 'tlie ' researchers ' or to appear more
 
SQoially acceptable. Thiss, he or she. responds to q.nestions
 
on "the snrvejr in; a way that is not natural or honest. For
 
examiplej a respondent believes his/her answers about the
 
p"Oirpose of prisons will be regarded as too harsh or too
 
,l.eii,ient; .then the respondents .may •
.answer differently on a,
 
questionnaire than they would,if asked their opinion by a
 
friend.
 
The responses counted in the data .set . of the present
 
analysis assumes that resp>ondents answered honestly. ,There
 
is always a risk present that some respondents will not, or
 
that some are not mentally capable of doing so. Although,
 
even when the .respondent Is being consciously honest, A.L.
 
Edwards (in Anastasi^ 1988:550) investigated the social
 
desirabiTity variable, (SB) and defined it as a ''facade
 
effect or tendency to 'put up a good front' of which the
 
respoTident is largely unaware.". This variable is explained
 
as the respondent's effort to protect him/herself from
 
criticism, and to appear more socially acceptable or to
 
demoiistrate social conformity. Expressed opinions about
 
what should be done with criminals is subject to social
 
judgisents -from others. This- SB variable will no doubt
 
represent ,spm,e portion , of the noise (or error variance), in
 
the analysis of responses.
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CHAPTER 4
 
ANALYSIS
 
In-troduction
 
In this chapter, hypotheses are tested and analyzed.
 
Dependent measux~es of support for rehabilitation and
 
"Dxanishment as most important purposes for prisons are tested
 
for the effects of independent variables. Characteristics
 
of respondents and concern about crime are used as
 
independent variables. The findings of statistical tests
 
are reported.
 
Sample Characteristics
 
The respondent characteristics for the sample are
 
reported in Table 1. This table shows that the sample is
 
fairly representative of the population from which it was
 
drawn and does not require weighting for analysis. The
 
similarity of the sample to the population is illustrated by
 
the distributions of respondent characteristics of education
 
and annual income level, race, marital status, voter
 
registration, size of town or city of residence and age.
 
Distribution of Public Opinion Variables
 
The frequencies, percentages, means, medians, and modes
 
of the raw scales of support for rehabilitation and
 
punishment are presented in. Table 2. This table reveals
 
that most of the sample respondents felt strongly about
 
rehabilitation as a most important purpose of prison. The
 
laean of the scale for rehabilitation is 7.55. The number of
 
respondents who chose number ten on the scale was 431, which
 
was 36.5 percent, over one-third, of the sample. This
 
indicates that the sample strongly favors rehabilitation as
 
an important purpose of prison. The mean of.the punishment
 
scale is 8.46, indicating that the sample also strongly
 
endorses punishment as a very important purpose of prison.
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TABLE 1
 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR DEMOGRAPHIC
 
CHARACTERISTICS IN PERCENTAGES
 
DEMOGRAPHIC
 
CHARACTERISTICS FREQUENCY MEAN PERCENTAGE
 
SEX
 
Male 520 44.7
 
Female 643 55.3
 
MARITAL
 
Married 831 71.7
 
Not Mai"ried 328 28.3
 
REGISTERED VOTER
 
Yes 915 80.3
 
No 224 19.0
 
AGE 42.86
 
1. 17-35 310 	 26.7
 
2. 36-55 515 	 44.4
 
3. 56+ 334 28.8
 
RACE
 
White 841 74.2
 
Black 114 10.1
 
Hispanic , 178 15.7
 
EDUCATION 	 12.52
 
1. 	Less Than High
 
School 153 13.2
 
2. 	High School
 
Grad or GED 317 27.3
 
3. Some College 365 	 31.4
 
4. College Degree
 
<BS,BA) 220 16-9
 
5. Advanced
 
College Degree 106 	 9.1
 
ANNUAL INCOME IN THOUSANDS 36.05
 
1. 0-7K 83 	 7.0
 
2. 8-12K . 92 	 7.8
 
3. 13-20K 156 
 13.2
 
4. 21-35K 268 	 22.7
 
5. 36-50K 237 
 20.1
 
6. 51-75K 120 	 ,10.2
 
7. 76+ 69 5.-8
 
SIZE OF CITY OR TOWN
 
1. Small/Rnral 265 	 23.9
 
2. City 335 	 30.2
 
3. Large City , 511 	 46.0
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T O T A L  
1 1 7 2  
9 9 - .  2  
1 1 7 5  
9 9 .  4  
■  M E A H  
M E D I A N  
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R E H A B iL I T A - T I O N  
7 .  5 5  
P U N I S H M E J I T  
8 . 4 : 6  
9 .  0  
1 0 . 0  
d i f f e r e n c e ; .  
9 1  
3 5  
■ 	 Tli-e; of* i:'espo,B.ci^ni:s.' wiio chose, number ben on "the scale 
wa;S a,.im:ss"fc iial£ of ,bhe sainple.. 
Teibie' 3-''ooriba2..iis, support., for rehabilitation ■and 
punisliMeiit; of' blie' ' collapsed, scales by thirds and halves. As 
ths taMe trewfealsy ■ ^-ost responses, are found in the **high^* 
oatego-rdeo. for" botli, of the ■ , collapsed rehabi1itation and 
puiiishiBeni;- sctml.es. •Percentages' f.or bo'th -collapsed scales 
revea,! t'lsie ''high'* categories approximate each other,. 
Rels.a,'blli,ta.tlo:a received 69,-9 percent support and punishment 
rec'eived ■ •■•83«. -S perc'ent. .The' modes f or both the categ.or.ies of 
■ rehahi'lltatlom, and. ' punishment are equal. 
Hypotheses , 
'Thts studyts iiX" L» p^r*C3 C3 £5ot1 1 "t ^2 d. tlia."t t-li^2 ^2 ixi^p1^ 2 v/211 
favQcr either reirabllltation, or punishment. 'The- percentages­
'of' support ■ In Ta.b,l.e .3 reveal that the sample strongly favors 
re.hal>i.li:tatl,o;i2.® ■ .C69. 9; .percent) and punishment, <83.,2 
percent>' .» ■ Rehabilitation and punishment as .opinions are not 
mut'oal.ly , ■exclusive ■ as. ' the ' study proposed. 
Hyoothesfs number 1 stated that the correlation between 
support for rehabilltation. .and ' punishment would be 
; s.i,gii.ifioant sm-d negative. ■ ■ Pearson's r statistical test , 
reveals: that' rehabilitation and- punishment are- not 
.significantly correlated . ■(,p>.05> . - Table 4 shows the' results 
of ' the Pears.oFi.''S-, r test. . Hypothesis 1 is not confirmed. 
• iIyp-othe:sl..s -2 .stated, that the means for the categories 
O'f support fox -rehabilitation and punishment . would . be 
■ 	 signifi.cantly different. , Two t-tests .confirm this ■ ■ 
hy-pcithesis.. ■ .lln-. independent random sample's t—test conducted 
•qpon' the' means .yields significance, (t=~6. 92, , ■p< . 000) and .a 
pa-ired. ■ samphes .t—test -found -significance., (t=-"9. 36', , p<.,000) . 
The r-e-s-ul'ts -a-re s'howii . in Table -4. . ■ . • • • ^ ■ 
HypothesAils' 3 ■ stated that- the .me.ans.'of the categories of 
"supp^ort for punishiBerit and rehabilitation would'be 
iiieanln,sful,iy 'different, ' at least a distance of-^ three ' points 
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 TABLE 3
 
FREQUENCIES, PERCENTAGES, MEANS, MEDIANS AND MODES
 
FOR SUPPORT OF REHABILITATION AND PUNISHICENT
 
ON THE COLLAPSED SCALE BY THIRDS AMD HALVES
 
PURPOSE FOR PEISOH TRICHOTOMY
 
PUNISHMENT

- REHABILITATION
 
FREQUENCY %
VALUE FREQUENCY %
 
NOT IMPORTANT
 
35 3.0
1 L0¥	 109 9.2
 
2 MEDIUM . 237 20.1	 157 13.3
 
983 83.2
826 69.9
3 HIGH
 
MOST IMPORTANT
 
99.2 1175 99.4
TOTAL 1172
 
MEAN MEDIAN MODE
 
3.0 3.0
REHABILITATION	 2.66
 
PUNISHMENT	 2.84 3.0 3.0
 
.0
DIFFERENCE .IS	 • 0
 
*lfo."be- <0—3=1, low), <4-6=2, medium), (7-10=3, high)
 
FUSFOSE FOR PRISOIT DIGHOTOIfY "
 
REHABILITATION PUNISHMENT
 
VALUE FREQUENCY % FREQUENCY %
 
NOT IMPORTANT
 
1 LQ¥ 283 23.9
 140 11.8
 
1035 87.6
2 HIGH	 889 75.2
 
MOST IMPORTANT 
TOTAL ■ 1172 99.1 1175 99.4
 
MEAN MEDIAN MODE
 
2.0
31LITATION 1.82 	 2.0
 
2.0
JT'i -^SHMENT 1.92 2.0
 
ri-pERENCE . .10
 0	 .0
 
*Not.e- <0-5=1, low), <6-10=2, high)
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TABLE 4
 
ISDEPESI)E¥T RASIXM GSOUPS, PAIRED S.A^LES T-TESTS,
 
PURISHMERT SCALES
ARD CORSELATIOSS FOE REHABILITATIOR AID
 
ISDEPEIDERT RABDOM GROUPS
 
VARIABLE #CASES MEAR SE t DF p 
GROUP.1 
REHABILITATION 590 7.55 .111 -6.02;^ 1173 .000 
GROUP 2 . 
PUNISHMENT 585 8.46 .085 
^Pooled Variance Test
 
tNote- this test compares distributions b;y dividing the
 
respondents randomly into two groups and then assigning
 
rehabilitation and punishment to the two groups.
 
PAIRED SAMPLES
 
VARIABLE
 
#CASES MEAN SE DF p
 
REHABILITATION 1169 7.55 078 -9. 1168 .000
 
PUNISHMENT 1169 8.46 060
 
r=.0075 p=.399
 
tNote—this paired samples test assumes related samples.
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 be'tweeia. blifi mearis- Tbis bypobliesis is not confirmed. The 
differ-eace between the means is less th-an one point, (8.46­
raction test. This7,55~.,9i>, as revealed by a simple subt
 
is iil-osbrated in Table 2.
 
Tisd-s study's second proposal stat^d that the sample
 
iive. This proposal
would Iss iBDre punitive than rehabilita
 
is suppsiorted by the percentage of suppctrt for punishment
 
the sample favor
shown i-s. Table 3. Most respondents in
 
piin.islii.»^mt as a most important purpose of prison. The
 
sampds ±:s more punitive than i-ehabilitdtive.
 
Myjsothesis 4 stated that the mean for the category of
 
suppor't;. for punishment would be signif cantly higher for
 
pun-' ent than for rehabilitation, The mean for punishment
 
rehabilitation,
is s_« i Ificantly higher, 8.46, than fo: 
7,SC., B^pdthesis 4 is confirmed. 
Hypothesis 5 stated that the mean for punishment would 
be meaningfully higher than the mean fcbr rehabilitation, 
difference betweenThis. h>7pathesis is not confirmed. The
 
it is less than onethe imiams is not at least three points
 
Bvr<otliesis number 6 stated that w:hen responses for 
ji,.
 
suppox^'t;. ■ oX piinislmient ■ and ' reliabilitation are grouped into 
gnoups will reveal a "tendency to be at opposite 
ends low-higli, 'higli-low) or tog'•^ther in the middle 
. Tliat respondents will demonstrate a 
tendency to choose either rehabilitation or punishment as 
Table number 6 showsthe most- important p-urpose of prison, 
that responses were'■foniid in -the high-high'' category 
demonstrated aon tMm eontingency table. The gronps 
tenciency to cluster together, ' not to b-e found at opposite 
erid.s.«. The ■ hypothesis is not confirmed 
Typotiiesis 7 stated, that when the scales are collapsed 
medium-mediumby ■ thi.X d3 jf. the 1ow~high, high—low and
 
groupings %fould represent more than 50 percent of all cases.
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 TABLE 5
 
ABILITATlOJSr
CROSSTABULATIOH OF SUPPORT FOR REH
 
BY PUSISHKEHT COLLAPSED BY BIRDS
 
Count.
 
Row Pet LO¥ MEDIUM HIGH
 
Ptinishmen"fc-> Col #ct
 
Tot Pet
 
Rehabilitation 5 , 8 96
 
4.6 ■y. 3 88. 1
 
LOW	 14.3 5. 1 9.8 
. .4 .7 8.2 
35 199
3
 
MEDIUM	 1.3 14. 8. 84. 0 
8.6	 22.3 20. 4
 
.3 3. Q 17. 0
 
27 114, , 682
 
HIGH 3.3 13. 9 82.9
 
77. 1 72. 6 69. 8
 
2.3 9.8 58. 3
 
Column 35 157 977
 
Total 3. 0 13. 4 83.6
 
Chi Square DF Signif icanoe
 
7.26712 . 1224
 
Row 
Total
 
109
 
.9.3
 
237
 
20. 3
 
823
 
70. 4
 
1169
 
100. 0 
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CROSSTABULATIOS OF SUPPORT FOR EEHABILITATIDM
 
BY PUHISH]fe]fT GOLLAPSED
 
Count
 
RoVf Pet L0¥ HIGH
 
PunisEmeD."t-> Col Pet
 Row
 
Total
Tot Pet
 
Rehabilitatlon
 
35 248 , , 283
 
LOW 12.4 87i 6 24.2
 
25.0 24.1
 
3.0 21.2
 
781 886 •
HIGH 105
 
75.8
11.9 88.1
 
75.0 75.9
 
9;0 66.8
 
Column 140 1029 1169
 
-Total,
 12.0 88.0 100.0
 
Ghl Square DF S1gn1ficanoe
 
.01634
 8983
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 Tills liypo"tbe;sis is:.iiol "■■• o.oB.firmed. since.' , 58. 3 percent ol all 
c.ases,, :a:re in -bategory, indicating ■ that 
almost; 60 psrcsnt. d.f' ., all ' cases strongly, support ' both 
rehabilltatiari and pnriishment as; a most important- purpose- of 
■prisGn. Chi Cq^aare is not signif icant ■ (X2=7 ,.26712, ■ 'p>..05)t • 
' H3fpoths,sis\ B/staled :.tha-1 when' , the scales ■ for. punishment 
'an"d. '\r'e.h,.abililail'o'h'"are\ collapse,d ' into" halves^., t-he groups­
'will tend t:.o "be at', .opposite, ends and will^ represent more ■ 
than. 50 of ■'all cases., These hypotheses.-are. not ■ 
CQiifiriiied-,. as Taole 6 shows. / Most .responses, ■ 6'6..8 percent ■ 
'.are gi-^ouped'■ In the hig,li~-high*' ^;category . 
.DeMOgira^pli.lc ■ ■ ¥'a.ri,ables. 
The. fr'€^-€j;iie;Jioies,j. percentages, Chi,; Square, and- Somer* s D 
statistics for oategorles- of the, variables rehabilitation b 
and punlshiffitiit" collapsed into thirds by ■ .demo.graphic'.'q 
characterist-'xos:'are' presented In, Table 7/ . This table'^ shows : 
that''sup.port 'for. r'shabi-litation ^ and', punishme.nt as the most, .; ' 
.• important piirpoises of .prisons i.s' high- across" , ,all demographic 
groups. ■ ' ' . ■ '■ V'^ ' 
Sex ■/„ 
■ Analysis .of - data revealed, ..that .sex- affected, support for 
rehabilitation. Table 7 reveals- that, females are .more ■ ' 
li-kely to- support rehabilitation -than males. K Ch.i ' Square- . ■ 
analysis reweaied 'sigiiif icance . . .(-X^^-IO. .32, . p< . .006) . ■ The. ■ 
So,iBe.r *-s 'B stari-stic demonstrated that . sex explains. , ­
approximately €^:lght percent -of, the . variance -for 
rehabilitatlan' - . .CD^—, G"82.'> ' A ■ signif leant relationship- is , 
also found. ■ between. . sex 'a-n.d punishment when the .scale was ' 
^collapsed,' byr thirds Females report,e:d' higher levels, of 
■ -s-uppQ-rt for -.pon-ishiBeiit than' 'males. A Chi .Square .a.nd 
So2ser* s B siia.lysls" yielded signif icance ■(X?=14-. 56 ,. ' p,<-.^.QObf, ■ 
028>. .. .. ; . , ' ■\. . 
- Face ■ 
The effect of .'rac-e.-,' upo.n support, f o.r cehabil-ita't ion is. 
- - ■ - • 42" 
  
 
 
 
 
TABLE 7
 
iLEHABTLITATIOS AMD . POTISHMEMT BY
 
/FFIC CHARACTESISTICS COLLAPSED BY THIRDS
 
DEMQGKAFHIC POTISHHERT

" REHABILI,TA.TIQR ■
 
CHARACTSSIST1C
 
Hl-GH, .. MED - LOW HIGH HEP LOW
 
• SEE ; ^ 
Male' ■; Ml/:/].- C44 ' : -112 , 430 . 64 , 26 " 
S' ■' 1 66.4 ! 21.6 : 12^ 0 , 82.7 12.3 5.0 
FeiEsle- 474 , 122 46 ,546 , 89 8 
"73:, : IQ.vD 7.:2: :y'"^-,84. ,9: 13. 8; l.Z 
n o p=, 006 ' . ' 1X=-14. 56 , p=. 0007 
52 D=-.028 
marital
 
Married 562 16,9 77 . \ 702 : \ 105 24
 
■ 70. 3 2.o:., D,: S! 76.& 13 2.8 
Not Married " 236 , ,,63 , ,2,9 . , . 269 50 10 
72.' 0 7 19.: 2 , 8.8 82. 0 15.p 
■ - ■X,2= X== n/s . 
VOTER.
 
79 770 121 24
Yes ■ ; 648:, 185 
71„,1 ■ 20.. 3 8. 7 84.2 13.2 2. 6 
No 34. , , 10 , 155 42 27 
6D,..:2 18. 8 12.1 80. 4 , . , 15. 2 4. 5 
M,?= au;' s X^=- n/s '•'1'"', ■ 
AGM ■ 
1. " "17-35 ■ "202 35 265 35 10 
,65v 4, 23.,3 11.3 85. 5 11.3, 3.2 
2. , 36—55 ,371,' " ' 103 39 421 79 15 , 
' . ■7S'73- 20.1 ' 7.6 81.7 15. 3 2.9 
3. "56-?- ■ 241 ,59' 34 285 , 40 9 
■ 72.2 17. ,7" 10. 2 85,3 1,2 . 0 2. 7 
X"2e. ,-, X^=n75 
:EACE 
: feit.e, 576 , 188 75 .' ,694 , , 122 .25 
68.7 : ^22.4 8.9 82.5 14.5. 3.0 
BLaci; :94. ■ 11 9, 100, 14 0 
0" 82. 5 9.. 5 7.9 87. 7 12. 3' 
. 130 , • ,31: 16 1.55 14 . 9 
73, 4 , ■.,17. 9.0 87.1 7.9. 5.1 
X^-11. 52 v>=< . 05'• 2 T .'.90 13=. 018­
D=.042. &65 
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 PCTISHKEFT
FE^tiII^ITATIOF
 
CHJIMCTEH1STI,C
 
SIGH 1IEI> LOW HIGH MED LOW
 
EB¥C.&,TIOM
 
1 I„ess Tlian
 
Higls, Sciiool 106 36 17 127 20 6
 
65.4- 23.5 11.1 83.0 13.1 3.9
 
2'. H i git Scitool
 
Grad or GED 229
 59 28 280 32 5
 
72.5 18.7 8.9 88.3 10.1 1.6
 
3., So-HS; Cqliege 257 77 29 313 44 8
 
70..S 21.2 8.0 85.8 12.1 2.2
 
4.. College
 
Degree <BS„BA> 153 40 27 178 35 7
 
15.9 3.2
69.5 18.2 12.3 80.9
 
5, Advanced
 
CO'liege Degree 78 21. 7 75 23 8
 
21.7 7.5
73.6 19.8 6.6 70.8
 
X2=n/s X^=23.91 P=- 0024:1<
 
D=-.04848
 
ASWJAL IMCOME ■ 
in: THOffSAMDS 
1-. -Q-TE 54 24 5 62 19 . 2 
65.1 ■ 28.9 6.0 74.7 22.9 2.4 
2.' 8-12iC 68 IS 6 77 10 4 
73.9 19.6 6.5 84.6 11.0 4.4 
3. 13-2OK . 115 32 8 135 14 6 
74.2 20.6 . 5,2 87.1 9.0 3.9 
4. 21-35K 187 ■■ ■ 51 26 223 40 3 
70.a 19.3 9.8 83.8 15.0 1.1 
3.. 3&-50K 161 43 . 31 196 27 13 
685 18.3 13.2 83.1 11.4 5.5 
6.. 51-75K 7© 32 12 101 17 2 
63.3 26.7 10.0 84.2 14.2 1.7 
7. 76+ 54 10 5 59 9 1 
76.3 14.5 7.2 85.5 . 13.0 1.4 
X^=B,/S X=^=n/s 
SIZE OF: CITY 
O® TG*Tf 
1, Sria 1/Rtara1 180 55 30 234 26 5 
67..9 20.8 11.3 88.3 9.8 1.9 
2. Cit..j 225 78 31 275 49 11 
67.4 23.4 9.3 82.1 14.6 3.3 
3. Large City 378 88 44 421 72 18 
74.1 17.3 8.6 82.4 14.1 3.5 
X2=n,/s X-=n/s ■ 
^Hote—-.n/s iridicatejs mot. signifleant (® .05 level.
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sigisi.i'loa.-'mt wiies. "feae dat-a were collapsed into categories by
 
tkirds Ol^br^is,.1-74^ p<.05, D=.059). ■ Table 7 shows ■ tbat ■ 
blacks; are stronger in their support for rehabilitation .than
 
the white and. Hispanic race categories (82.3% v. 68.7%,.
 
73.1%'i ,. The , Hispanic, race Category is ■ stronger in their 
suppcrt. of. rehabi3..itation than whites.'
 
The. latloBsliip. between race and punishment collapsed
 
by thirds is also signifleant (X^=i4,102, p<.05, D=,042),
 
•asd i.s:. soilexplanation for about .five percent of the
 
va.riaBce. Blaci: respondents were stronger in their support
 
.for p'uis.i..sh3»e.iit than were.' whites, . <87.7% v. 82.5%).
 
E'd-acation . . . ' . ;
 
Trne results of the Chi Square and Somer's D statistical
 
tests i.sd4cateci a significant relationship between education
 
and .piii,aish:ment CX'=23.91, p<.0024, D=-,04848). According to
 
Table: respondents' education is an explanation of only
 
about oae—half of a percent of the variance. Most of the
 
support is. found in. the "high school".category
 
3- C/y/>!> J''" «
 
An analysis was conducted upon the variables of
 
respcncieTsts* iiicoiae .level, maritai and voting status, age,
 
and the- size of town or city of. residence. Mo significant
 
effect of these variables ■ was discovered .upon dependent 
iae:asur'e-s£. of support for rehabilitation arid puniSnment.
 
Caaacern. About Crime as, an Exogenous-Variable
 
Table B Shows the frequencies for concern abut crime
 
for thes raw scale and the scale collapsed by thirds. Table
 
9 shoass that the analysis of the rehabilitation scale and
 
the ossicerri. about.crime scale collapsed into thirds yielded
 
sigpi-fxcant results <.X^=11.96, p<.01, D=.0438). Support for
 
punistiisent revealed a significant relationship with concern
 
about criise. When the categories were collapsed into
 
■th,i.rd-s„ -Chi Square and Somer* s D revealed significance,
 
(>r2-=r:ij„ p,< . 02, D=. 0460.) . A partial regression
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TABLE;8': ^ ; ■ 
COHCERH ABOUT CRIME
 
RA¥ AED COLLAPSED SCALES FREQUEMCIES
 
RAW SCALE FREQUENCIES
 
CHANCES YOU BECOME A,GRIME VICTIM IN THE NEXT YEAR :
 
CONCERN ABOUT CRIME
 
VALUE FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE
 
.. .
':4. 1­NO , , 0 , , , 48
 
CHANCE , 1, 62 , ■ ■ 5-.,2
 
■ - . 2 , ■ 82 6.9
 
„.'3 117 9.9„ 
A 64 , ,.5. 4:, . 
5, , 313 26.5' ■ ,, 
' ' 6 '. ' ■ ■ ■ 88 ■ 7.A , ■ 
; 6' ■ ■ 118 ,10.0 
8- 126 10.7 
4.0 ■ ■ ■ ,. ■■ ' , ■ ■■ -L; ' : BIGGEST 9 47
 
PROBLEM 10 . 95 , 8.0 .
 
TOTAL 116:0 98.1
 
SCALE .FREQUEKGIES COLLAPSED BY THIRDS
 
COHCERH ABOUT CRIME
 
N VALUE
 
%
 
NO CHANCE 0-3 . 1 309
 
26.1
 
4-6 2 465
 
39.3
 
BIGGEST ,
 
PROBLEM 7-10 3 386
 
32,.7
 
TOTAL 1160
 
, 98.1
 
4,6
 
  
 
TABLE 9
 
CM^TiBULATIOS'OF COECEKH ABOUT CRIKE, BY
 
■ SEHABiLimxio® ATO,pumishkeet;
 
■ €»i.LAFSEI3i CATEGORIES BY THIRDS:
 
cpmcmmm about grirb 
LOW ■ MED HIGH 
TOTALEEHABILITATIOF %
 
39 108
LOW 2S 41
 
.;p- A 3.6 3.4 9.4
 
70 235
 
7-2 7. 1 6.1 20.4
 
SED	 13 ■ 82 
HIGH 196 340 271 807
 
,■ jLW . 0 . 29. 6 23.6 70.2 
463 380 1150
TOTAL 
26. 7 40. 3 33 . 0 100. 0
 
PUMISHMEMT
 
LOW 11 34
 
.4 1. 0 . 6 2.9
 
MED 5'0 58 47 155
 
4. 3 5.0 4.1 13.4 
■HIGH	 2"42 395 328 965
 
21., 0' 34. 2 28. 4 83. 6
 
'C \a 464 382, , 1154
 
F 7 40.2 33. 1 100. 0
 
CHI: S^mRE p D 
REHAB-ILITATIOM, 11.,9S ,< . 01 , . . 0438 
PUMlSaMEHT 	 - 11. 2.7 < . 02 . 0460 
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correlation test was performed on the , scales for
 
rehabilitation and punishment which controlled for concern
 
about crime. This test w&s.not significant (p)>.05),
 
indicating that when concern about crime is controlled,
 
punishment and rehabilitation are not correlated.
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CHJJ^TER 5
 
.DISCIfSSIOS OF FIEDI¥GS
 
Tbe pr-opos.i.'t.l.oii tliat. "tb-e categories of support for 
rehabilitatlorn p-Qiiisliiiieiit would be mutually exclusive is 
not ■ s-Q,pFported. ±m. tliis study.. The . hypothesis that 
respondents'" v^hiO stirongly support punishment would not also 
strojigly s..u.ppQ.r"t r-eliabilitation is not confirmed. 
Fespandente str"Qn.g.?iy supported both purposes for prisons. 
The- categori.e.s not luiitually exclusive in'this sample. 
Th.e findings confirm the hypothesis that the means for
 
rehabllitatian. and. punishment will be significantly
 
different. But th:e results also indicate that the means are
 
not iiieaE,.i.n.gfuliy different as defined by a difference of at
 
least three points between the means. The levels of support
 
for' both purii/ehiiient and rehabilitation purposes for prison
 
are high^ In the oontingency tables, support is shown to be
 
in, high range's for both. It must be concluded that the
 
means are not seamingfully different.
 
The hypothesis, that rehabilitation and punishment would
 
.be slgnifica.mtly and -negatively correlated is also not 
supported.- The proposition that the, sample will be more • 
punitive than rehabilitative is confirmed, since the 
category for p^umishment received the strongest support. The 
hypothesis that ■ the mean ■ for punishment would be 
signlfxo-aiitl.y h,i.,gl:ier than the mean for rehabilitation is 
also confiri^dL. This saiD.ple of Texans is shown, as 
expeotedj,, to? be puinitive in their approach to the treatment 
of.offenders..
 
The analysis of this' survey confirms the findings of
 
rec.en.t research that eva,1uates public opinion on the.
 
purposes ad prrisoxis. This study finds that the public is
 
supportive o/f hoth^ not either punishment or rehabilitation.
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Tlies© conclusions add. "to "the heuristic discovery that the
 
public is both "tough on crime" and reformative at the same
 
time. Results.of statistical tests show that rehabilitation
 
has a level of support at nearly 70 percent, and punishment
 
approximates 85 percent. .Apparently, this sample does not
 
recognize a conflict between these choices for the purpose
 
of prisons. The open scale, used in this study made this
 
discovery possible. If a forced choice instrument had been
 
used, this finding would have been obscured. The
 
respondents would have had to choose between rehabilitation
 
and punishment as the purpose of prison. Reformative
 
attitudes would probably have been masked since respondents
 
showed stronger support for punishment. If they had to
 
choose between the two purposes, punishment' probably would
 
have been chosen. The sample is clearly more punitive than
 
rehabilitative.
 
As noted earlier, Cullen, et. al. <1985:20) came to a
 
similar conclusion in their study. They also found that a
 
majority of their sample regarded both rehabilitation and
 
punishment as very important.functions of prison.
 
Status Variables .
 
The finding that females' support for rehabilitation is
 
significantly higher than males' is consistent with the
 
findings of Cullen, et. al.. <1988: 316, note 10). The
 
earlier study also found,that respondent, characteristics
 
influenced support for certain goals in criminal
 
sanctioning. They discovered that females were more
 
supportive of rehabilitation. But contrary to their results
 
that age was negatively related, to rehabilitation items,
 
this study found no significant relationship between age and
 
rehabilitative support, although support for reform was
 
greater in the thirty-six-yeai old and above category.
 
Concern About Crime
 
The results of this study demonstrate that respondents
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 are. ia a panic abo-ai: crinse. , Most of tbe respondents'
 
beliefs were scored in the laid-range. Hence, concern about
 
c^ine €t?'35> does not contribute to an explanation of the
 
h_g'~ le-veis of punitiveness found in this sample.' .This
 
fijidtsg agrees with, the results of the study by Cullen, et.
 
al. €.1985:17-18), "Explaining the Get Tough Movement,"
 
whl.cis. revealed that a majority of Texans from their sample
 
"".felt; completely safe in their homes and that only a small
 
miBQri..ty were afraid on. a regular, basis." In the present,
 
stud.y„ the concern about crime categories were about evenly
 
split; %ri.thin the three ranges of high, medium and low. The
 
ma-.jiQri.ty of respondents in the Cullen, et. al. 1985 study
 
.were sot overly afraid or fearful of being victimized, as it
 
was fojiisnd in the present study. . In the 1982 survey, ,54
 
percemt, of the Texas residents responded that they "never
 
felt, afraid, of being alone at night in their home" and' only
 
23 pe'.r'cent .>tere "afraid to walh alone at night within one
 
bloch of .home." However as might be expected,, the sample
 
■ 	 was: WSi>.ry of walking within a mile of home alone. Although 
they reported,that they took certain measures to protect 
themselves,, (e.g. securing their homes or buying a gun), 
they irevealed that they were not afraid to "walk within a 
of their homes if accompanied by a friend," (72%) or to
 
tate walks ."with a friend within a,block of. home" (91%).
 
Si.miiarly, a 1989 Gallup report revealed that 43
 
percexth of the respDndents were "afraid to walk alone at
 
night.,, although walking :with a.friend is not assessed, nor
 
, is tie •distance specified. The score for those who answered
 
"yesf or "no" to feeling "unsafe at home" was ten percent; ,
 
This/score was six percentage points below the 1983 scores.
 
Fear cf crime actually decreased in that report (Gallup, .
 
■ '19a9-- 8.>. 
Rehabilitation or,Punishment
 
The findings of this study agree with those of
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Got.t.:£re€sQ®.' ' Taylor,, , (1983)since;, they found strong 
suppoT't; or ■ 'sanot'ions-and also ; for reformative 
soTi2tdQii,s.' TSo pr-eseiit ^ sttidy's results'additionally confirm 
'tMose^ of Xli.oansoii,. axici •Eagoiia (1987) who found a..strong 
^'^'roslcl.'o.al s-uppox't*^ , for rehahi1itative programs. .Similarly, 
thesie.-' rosiilt.-s agree with t.lio-se .of Cullen, Clark, ■ Cullen and ' 
Mathers C.19S5>',who found that their sample strongly,
 
oupporteci'hotli reform- and. .p-urii'tive -sanctions. .. .
 
' The finding of public support for both lock-em-up^'' . 
stxategles aiid reforiiative me-asures is clear, but the 
reasons for' tliis shift in opinion is much, less' evident.' ' 
Formerly,,, the piablict^ opinions about .rehabilitation and ' 
punishment had been assumed to be -dichotomous. The central 
11mitation Qcf this study is that"there,-is lio indication of 
causal-'linhs between support ' for -purposes of prisons and any; 
other variable .analysed,-., - Since it . has been fairly well 
established that cultural and psycho-social'factors play'a 
par-t In setting the- stage' for:,public opinion (Allen, ' 1981>, 
it -is''•assumed thait the.se.' factors also contribute to 
.a.lt0r-at.l..Q'n,s in'.those opinions. . In. order to discover - the . 
rea.so,n:s ■ f'Qr - the c'hariges,. further research sho.uld be 
oonduoted upon "attitudes - with a focus upon cultural, psycho— 
-Social, .eteists- AlsOj the influence that the- cr-iminal^
 
justice syst;eM exe,rts should be examined closely. It could
 
be that the'public realises that punitive' treatment' of
 
offenders;:' 'ailone. is not " working*^. Pe.rhaps they believe, that­
. the rise.' i-n cri-me is '.an ■ .indication of. that. . They may 
' be.l;i.eve. that more needs to be done with prisoners other - than 
■ 	 just, punishing them. . i 
The .ise^K of whether prison can rehabi1itate people and 
. .prevent .them from committing subsequent crime when released ; 
is. oo-mpdex;-.. Public support - is strong for the notion,that ' 
prison . ,ca.''n' change ■ people. Fecent research,- however, . has-
shown that,.' ■ legal sanctions explai.n only part of the reason 
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 for not 003211111:1:.ing crliae. Inforioal social con1:rol
 
i£ieciia,iii.S3ss oicplaiii more of tlie variance in one study wliere
 
Williams €1985)r tke felationship between legal
 
sasc'tioBss. aB.d offending. Williams* study is an analysis of
 
data ff-Qia a random sa.mple survey 'of, licensed Texas drivers..
 
Results; $~eveal tnat a measure of deterrence ,presented by
 
legal ss!33ic:t.i.dns:' for tbe use of . marijudna, ; accounts for less
 
tbau balf. '.of tbe, variance of . reasons: given for non-use. .
 
Hore.tiisn half of the variance is explained by informal
 
.sooia.l control factors such as "significant—other . pressure
 
and"prSissure of family" and"pressure of friends.
 
Wllliajas.® study evaluated the type of sanction that .
 
preventiSd. x'espondents from offending. Ihforinal social
 
control. laechan.isia.s were found to be of more influence than
 
forma.l got legal . controls ih this sample. This finding might
 
be an i.s.«ilcation that respondents were not conscious of the
 
factors that keep them from offending. Legal sanctions are 
only pgsjr'tlally explanatory. 
. Fum-ishment applied to .off.enders, by itself, without ' 
support; lu-oiE "significant others" and programs that fit the 
criminal, will probably"not work." Sechrest <1989;19-20) 
coH£BBen.t..s; that "most experts agree that- without -the help of 
the famS-iy, ,:a.nd ■without addressing social . problems emanating 
from, poor sclsools, unemployment, poverty and racial 
discrimJ.matioii, there is little likelihood that the scare 
<of shoc..k. incarceration programs) will last for any length 
of time:'..®* He suggests that if programs are"properly used 
and eva;i.i3ate.d,. " certain programs "may be successful f , 
some "types of ininates. " ■ ' 
Although the public strongly supports punishment and . ;. 
rehaoil,:i.-t.atioii -as important purposes of prisons, there, is. 
evidence that . prison .may not in fact, .change criminals, uo 
.	 matter ".•;„iat. is done with the.m inside the "walls. A time 
series, analysis by Bowker ..<198.1)'. concluded that­
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iiicarcer-a'tioE'. criiBlnagexiic. In other words,
 
incarcerahiQn. e-BgeBders criiae. The study compared crime
 
rate data CFBI Unifcsr-m. Crime Reports); with incarceration
 
rates for th.e years ,1/941. to 1957,'and 1958 to 1978. A 
significant positive relationship was discovered when a 
three—year tiiEe 3.ag was ■used.. As the incarceration rate 
rose, the crime rate also increased to a comparable level. 
Although the reason, for the rate's fl-uct-uations• are not 
readily ohvi.OTJ.s, there may be evidence to s'uggest that 
incarceration, is , co'snterprodmctive to changing criminals. 
Yet the public- persists in supporting punishment and 
rehabilitation as'important goals of prisons to effect 
change of the cz-imisal. Another explanation of fered by 
Bowker is that otheir factors influence both the crime rate 
and incarcera.tion rates. As Williams (1985), has suggested, 
inforiBal sociei;®.! pressure may account for any decreases 
observed in the crins rate. Factors such as overcrowding in 
the prisons 2m.y infl,i2ence the incarceration rate more than 
the, criime- rate does.. 
It is evident tha.t those purposes of prisons that the 
public s-uppo-rteid, hasd changed in the 1970's and early 1980's. 
A st-udy of the M,arrls Ifatioisal Survey for the years 1967, 
1970, 1978, 1981 and 1982, by Flanagan, and Caulfield 
(1967:. SS)' ,, re'vea1 that, .public support for rehabilitation had 
declined over those years. The Harris Survey differentiated 
between what the respondents thought the emphasis of prisons 
was and -what they ferlt it should be. This study effectively 
taps yst anotiser as,.pect of p-ublic attitudes toward the 
concept of ppsishasfiit. The x'espondents in this sample felt 
that the goals of pvirisons should include an increased 
emphasis on, SQC;ietal, p-rotect±on. The authors explain. . . 
The perce^^e^e of respondents favoring
re,habiiitr»- rn was 72 percent in 1967, 73 percent in 
1970,, 43 p^mcent in 1981, and 44 percent in 1982. 
., . . pTuiishment Increased between 1970 ad 1978, but it 
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iia,s since decreased. The most clearly discernible
 
shift in attitudes over the five surveys appears to
 
he away from rehabilitation as the desired emphasis
 
of prisons, in favor of increasing emphasis, on
 
societal protection. (1987: 35). 
One of the most important points to make here is that 
the way a question is worded and the manner and.context in 
whicli.a concept is presented will constitute much of the 
variance in surveys. Therefore, . research that compares 
different surveys should be conducted with care. (Dillman 
in- Flanagan ■ and Caulfieldy 1987:' 31),. 
Alternatively, it is. possible that, that the . argument. 
.presented in ¥arr and Stafford (1984:96) is a better 
explanation. Perhaps the public is misunderstanding the 
cosoept of punishment and rehabilitation. That is, that 
'"tlie public does not comprehend, much less subscribe to, 
particular philosophies of punishment." Allen (1981:10,32) 
would probably agree, since he pointed out that public 
preference for retribution over rehabilitation in the 1970's 
"caiiiiot be explained by the wisdom of their arguments . ....or 
by the persuasiveness of the logical cases arrayed against 
it."
 
Another way of explaining this sample's strong support,
 
for both rehabilitation and punishment is that the. issue of
 
what to do with criminals is decided by individuals more on
 
a.h emotional level than a logical one. For example, some
 
peGple who are staunch advocates of the pro*-life movement
 
also favor the government's use of the Death Penalty. To be
 
a supporter of both seems illogical and it shoula be
 
cos.clu.aed, that it is. But people do not consistently base
 
their opinions upon logic, The same explanation could be
 
■applied 	to the' problem of public support for both, 
rehabilitation and punishment. Though these may be 
conflicting ideologies, ' the public is supportive of both. 
Results of the present study reveal that although 
■.rehabilitation is not the- first priority, ■ it is still a 
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viable purpose of Imprisonment. When the scales for support
 
of rehabi11tation.and punishment were collapsed into a
 
dichotomy and compared using a crosstabulation, nearly 70
 
percent of the sample responded with "high" support for
 
rehabilitation and punishment. When the scales were
 
collapsed into a trichotomy in the same manner, a full 59;
 
percent chose the high" category for rehabilitation and
 
punishment. These findings are similar to those of, Warr and
 
Stafford (1984:102) who, found that 59 percent of their
 
sample supported rehabilitation as one of the three most
 
important goals for prisons.- They concluded that their
 
sample was "scarcely willing to abandon rehabilitation
 
altogether."
 
Results of the present.study show that overall, ,
 
respondents.strongly favor punishment (83.2%) but they also,
 
support the rehabilitation of incarcerated offenders
 
(69.9%). The priority for.dealing with criminals seems to
 
be punishment, but rehabilitation occupies a strong second
 
place.
 
In the present study, it is prd.bably not beneficial to
 
examine respondent characteristics for their effect upon
 
rehabilitation and punishment since the sample strongly
 
favors both approaches. The outcome of such analysis may
 
simply reflect the differences between status variables
 
within the sample. Therefore, other factors that contribute
 
to support must be discovered. Perhaps protection of the
 
community, has become the impetus for high levels of Support
 
for punishment,. The public strongly supports punishment for
 
offenders, but, once the person is incarcerated, the public .
 
is in favor of rehabilitation. Why the high levels of
 
punitiveness? Status variables and concern about crime do
 
not. explain it. The present study does not answer the
 
question adequately. Further research is necessary to
 
clarify this issue.
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The iBfQr'DEja'tiQn ob-taihed from the present study, that
 
the public fa-iyors using rehabilitative programs in prison, ,
 
should be atte-nded to by policymakers and prison'
 
administrators. They should adjust prison programs to
 
accoiamodate public reformative attitudes. The change in :
 
public sentiisent should be considered in making policy for
 
the. operations of prisons. Prison administrators should, be
 
aware, of pufcfllc sehtiment regarding objectives for prisons.
 
They shouTd. focus upon rehabilitative programs, refine them
 
and make- the'2i laore available to prisoners within the walls.
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